


The Twin Fin has been designed for summer fun! A little nostalgia with

a modern day twist makes this perfect for 1 to 4ft surf. Add the stabilising fin 
to test your ability up to 6ft. Designed for Summer Fun!

THE TWIN   ISLAND PARADISE | GREY



Designed with a pulled in tail to assist keeping you in the pocket

and draw out turns. The widest point is more forward, increasing

volume in the nose area and dropping the entry rocker slightly, 

the Black Diamond paddles extremely well and is fast off the front foot.

BLACK DIAMOND  | WHITE



Short, wide, fast and fun the Little Marley has a short rail line that fits 
perfectly into the smallest pocket. The small curvy outline helps in the 

weakest of beach breaks by decreasing drag and increasing speed 

which is the key to this little pocket rocket. 

A single to double concave allowing full control at speed, the subtle 

diamond tail provides multiple pivot points for turning in the most critical 

sections of little shore breaks.

LITTLE MARLEY   WHITE | AQUA



The Eugenie is a replica of a design that Mick shaped for smaller days 

around home on the Gold Coast. The design is all about ease of use while 

incorporating elements that will ensure performance when the waves start to pump!

Mick has described this board as the perfect design for kids learning to surf and 

the shape is also proven to perform as a small wave summer option for experienced surfers!

EUGENIE   WHITE | PINK



The Beastie has been designed to be the ultimate fun board the volume is really 

well distributed for such a large board, the outline is generous providing a stable 

platform for catching waves perfect for those looking to progress their surfing to 
the next level or for the surfer looking for an alternative to a longboard.

The tail width provides lift and acceleration in the weakest waves creating a 

super generous sweet spot!

BEASTIE   WHITE | AQUA




